**“Fryer Fire causes Cellar to Close”**  
- Danielle Blanchard

Last Thursday, September 6th, some of you may have noticed dimmed lights and a notice sign on the doors of the Cellar Restaurant when you decided that you really wanted a 4th Ave. dog for dinner. The rest of you probably didn’t even notice that the restaurant was not open as it normally would have been. The restaurant was closed during this period because of a fire.

Thursday afternoon oil in the fryer caught fire. Workers quickly put the fire out, but not before smoke reached the alarms. “I was not working that day, but I heard that things were taken care of rather quickly,” says Nellie Lopez, a lead at the Cellar. “It really was just an accident that happened that couldn’t be prevented.” The fire department came and ran an inspection. Afterwards signs were posted on the locked restaurant doors explaining the events to patrons.

The events of last week did not seem to bother some of the cellar workers. The biggest change brought about is that the oil in the fryer is now changed every day.

---

**New Student HR Member**

Congratulations to Mikel Shiya on his new position as CSIL representative to the SHR team! Mikel works for Off-Campus Housing and is a junior majoring in Linguistics. We look forward to working with him and all that he will contribute to this team. Student HR is also looking for another liaison from Dining Services. If you know anyone who would be a good candidate for this position, or for more information please email us at unionshr@email.arizona.edu.

---


---

**Link of the Week:**

http://www.jstor.org/

viewer discretion is advised
Chelsea Dixon is a senior majoring in Health Education. She has been working for FastCopy since January 2005. Chelsea was born and raised in San Diego, CA. Chelsea became interested in working at Fast Copy because the work atmosphere was inviting and there were possibilities to advance in knowledge as well as work experience. Unfortunately, she was offered a student position in the Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health Office of Student Services and Alumni Affairs, which is within the college of her major, and is taking this opportunity to network. Chelsea is taking all the upper division core classes of her major and her minimal free time. But when she does she enjoys watching movies and relaxing because free time is far and in between with school and work. This summer she was an intern for Covance, which is a Pharmaceutical Research company and she assisted with the BOTOX® Reimbursement Solutions Hotline. She dealt mostly with insurance companies and physician’s offices to get a patient’s therapeutic BOTOX® treatment covered. In addition to her internship she enjoyed the wonderful San Diego beaches! Upon graduating in May 2008 Chelsea plans to move back to San Diego and probably work at Covance as a starting job. Then she plans on attending either nursing school or graduate school for Maternal and Child Health.

Ask Student HR

How do I request more/fewer hours?

As a student at the University of Arizona, the law states that you can work a maximum of 30 hours per week. If you are over this limit, please talk to your supervisor immediately. Any other requests about changing amount of hours can be dealt with by talking with your manager/supervisor. Normally supervisors are very accommodating to student’s schedules; so don’t be afraid to ask!

What is the PIP program that I keep hearing about?

The PIP, or Professional Internship Program, is a unique training program that gives student workers the opportunity to gain leadership roles within the Unions. The training occurs through a two-credit leadership development class, and once the class is successfully completed the student is given a management position. If you are interested about this program, talk with your supervisor and remember to show excellence in everything you do here at the Unions!

Celebrity Gossip

- Britney Spears bombs at VMAs...supposedly she showed up three hours late to rehearsal with a Margarita in hand.
- Tommy Lee Jones and Kid Rock actually got in a fight at the VMAs...
- Halle Berry is pregnant!
- Usher gets married...for real this time.
- Demi Moore a bit jealous of Cameron Diaz and Ashton Kutcher, costarring in a new movie.
- Jennifer Hudson set to have a supporting role in the upcoming Sex and the City movie.

Students with SEPTEMBER Birthdays!!!

Quotes Heard Around the Union

“Can I bring my own paper to print on your banner printer?”
- Fast Design

“Can you print me a foamboard?”
- Fast Design

“How many Unions are there on campus?”
- Outside UA Bookstore

“Do you have black banner paper and white ink?”
- Fast Design

Hear something humorous, send in your Quotes heard around the union to unionshr@email.arizona.edu, or notify your HR representative.